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Abstra t
A Linear System of the pressure equation resulting from the Finite Dieren e
Dis retization of Two-Phase Flows has been implemented and solved on the GPU.
Conjugate Gradient(CG) Method was used to solve the linear system with two levels
of pre onditioning. After implementing Blo k In omplete Cholesky on CG, Deation
was applied as a se ond level pre onditioner to improve the onvergen e rate. The
GPU versions of the ode benet from the parallelism available in deation step. For
improving the parallel properties of the pre onditioning step we use the novel, In omplete Poisson Pre onditioning. The nal version with two levels of Pre onditioning
demonstrated up to 20 times speedup in the omplete solution when ompared to a
single ore CPU for a system of 1 million unknowns. Analysis of the results and a
brief report on our experiments is presented.
Keyword: Conjugate Gradient, Pre onditioning, Deation, GPGPU, CUDA

1 Introdu tion
Large Sparse Linear Systems are mostly solved by Pre onditioned Krylov Methods ombined with some form of oarse grid a eleration. Spe i ally the onvergen e of Conjugate
Gradient(CG) Method an be improved by Pre onditioning. Many of the important building blo ks of these algorithms ould be optimized for exe ution on parallel ar hite tures.
Re ently, with the advent of General Purpose Computing on the Graphi al Pro essing
Unit (GPU) it is possible to a hieve 10 − 100 times redu tion in omputing times. However, some of the methods involved in the Solution of the systems of interest do not run
optimally on the GPU. In this paper we show that it is possible to a hieve 10 fold speedup
for a ombination of suitable building blo ks.
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In this paper we use two levels of Pre onditioning with the CG method to solve a linear
system. This system arises from the dis retization of the Pressure Corre tion Equation.
This equation is the most time- onsuming step in the solution of the In ompressible NavierStokes Equation using the Level Set Method. This method as suggested in [Pijl, Segal,
Vuik, and Wesseling, 2005℄, is of interest to us in modeling Physi al Systems, espe ially
Bubbly Flows. The Partial Dierential Equations des ribing the Pressure Corre tion have
been dis retized through the use of nite dieren es. The linear system is of the form

Ax = b, A ∈ Rn×n ,

(1)

where n is the number of degrees of freedom. We assume that A is symmetri positive
denite(SPD), i.e.,
A = AT , y T Ay > 0 ∀ y ∈ R y 6= 0.
(2)
The linear system given by (1) is usually sparse and ill- onditioned. This means that
there are few non-zero elements per row of A and also that the ondition number κ(A) is
usually large. Put in other words, the ratio of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest is large
and this leads to slow onvergen e of the Conjugate Gradient Method.

κ(A) : =

λn
λ1

(3)

where 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ... ≤ λn are eigenvalues of matrix A. See [Saad, 2003℄ for more
details.
In order to have a smaller number of iterations for onvergen e, the matrix A is preonditioned to bring down the ondition number from κ(A) to κ(M −1 A). The oe ient
matrix A is multiplied by M −1 , the pre onditioner (dis ussed in detail in [Meijerink and
Vorst, 1977℄). The original system (1) is then transformed into ,

M −1 Ax = M −1 b,

(4)

where M is SPD. M −1 is hosen in su h a way that the ost of the operation M −1 y with a
ve tor y is omputationally heap. However, sometimes pre onditioning might also not be
enough. In that ase we use se ond level of pre onditioning or Deation in order to redu e
κ(A). Details about the method ould be found out in [Tang and Vuik, 2007℄.
In this work some previous results [Tang and Vuik, 2008℄ are used for implementation.
The fo us is to implement these methods on the Graphi al Pro essing Unit (GPU). Reently S ienti Computing has largely beneted from the data parallel ar hite ture of
graphi al pro essors. Many interesting problems whi h are omputationally intensive are
ideally suited to the GPU, espe ially matrix al ulations. It is only intuitive to use them
for solution of dis retized partial equations. With the advent of the Component Unied
Devi e Ar hite ture (CUDA) paradigm of omputing available on NVIDIA GPU devi es,
it has be ome easier to write su h appli ations. First we take up the work already done
on the GPU with respe t to these iterative methods in the following se tion. We also
bring out the ontribution this study makes that is dierent from earlier results. Then we
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briey dene the problem of Bubbly ows and a few words about the Two-Phase Matrix
that we are interested in solving in Se tion 3. We take a short tour of the Iterative Solution Methods in Se tion 4 followed by some parallel implementations of pre onditioners
in Se tion 5. Finally we dis uss implementation of the Conjugate Gradient Method with
Pre onditioning on the GPU in Se tion 6 supported by Numeri al Results in Se tion 7
. We end this paper with on lusions in Se tion 8. For more details we refer to [Gupta,
2010℄.

2 Related Work
A variety of studies have been done to study Iterative Solution Methods on the GPU. Some
of them dis uss optimizations of basi building blo ks and optimization te hniques whi h
we found useful for our work.

2.1 Sparse Matrix Ve tor Produ ts- SpMVs
Sparse Matrix Ve tor(SpMV) Produ ts take up the majority amount of exe ution time
during the iterations of the Conjugate Gradient Algorithm. NVIDIA re ently released
a study, [Bell and Garland, 2008℄ in whi h they ompare dierent sparse matrix storage
formats and suggest some new methods and representative kernels for a hieving upto 36
GFlop/s in Single Pre ision implementations of the SpMV kernel. They also ompare the
performan e of the GPU with several ar hite tures like STI Cell, and CPUs like Xeon,
Opteron et .
A re ent study, [Monakov and Avetisyan, 2009℄ suggests to store a Sparse Matrix in
a hybrid ELL-COO format to a hieve maximum throughput in the SpMV kernel. Their
method relies on an initial sweep on the matrix to nd out the number of non-zero elements
and the de ision to divide the matrix into two dierent formats(ELL and COO) for storage.
The CUDA library an also be enri hed with CUDPP [Harris, Sengupta, Owens, Tseng,
Zhang, and Davidson, 2009℄ whi h provides a routine udppSparseMatrix, for sparse matrix
ve tor multiply whi h omes in handy when applying iterative methods. To use a method
the user rst de lares a P lan in whi h the input output arrays, the number of elements
et . are spe ied
In [M. Baskaran and Bordawekar, 2008℄ improvements are demonstrated over the methods dis ussed above in [Bell and Garland, 2008℄ and [Harris, Sengupta, Owens, Tseng,
Zhang, and Davidson, 2009℄ by exploiting some of the ar hite tural optimizations to the
Sparse Matrix-Ve tor Multipli ation ode. In parti ular the optimization eorts are entered on the following four guidelines:

• Exploiting Syn hronization-Free Parallelism,
• Optimized Thread Mapping,
• Aligned Global Memory A ess;
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• Data-Reuse.
We utilize the knowledge given in [Bell and Garland, 2008℄ to write our own version of the
Sparse Matrix Ve tor Multipli ation Kernel and a hieve a mu h higher memory throughput.

2.2 Conjugate Gradient
Aligning onjugate gradient method to the GPU has been dis ussed in [Georges u and
Okuda, 2007℄. They also dis uss the problems with pre ision and implementing pre onditioners to a elerate onvergen e. In parti ular they state that for double pre ision
al ulations problems having ondition numbers less than 105 may onverge and give a
speed-up also. They however warn that above a threshold value of the ondition number the Conjugate Gradient Method will not onverge. This observation relates to the
limited(double) pre ision performan e available on urrent GPUs.
Implementing single pre ision iterative solvers on the GPU is explored in [Buatois,
Caumon, and Levy, 2009℄. They limit the pre onditioning to Ja obi-Type pre onditioners.
Further they report that for a limited number of iterations the GPU is able to provide
a solution of omparable a ura y but as the iterations in rease the pre ision drops in
omparison to the CPU. In our results the relative error norm of the solution and the
number of iterations required for onvergen e remain the same on the devi e(GPU) and
the host(CPU).

2.3 Pre onditioning
Te hniques that are basi ally dependent on the Sparse Matrix Ve tor Multiply dis ussed
in previous se tions have been suggested in literature for a elerating Pre onditioning of
Iterative Solvers like GMRES and Conjugate Gradient. In [Wang, Klie, Parashar, and
Sudan, 2009℄ an ILU Blo k Pre onditioner is used, whi h has poor onvergen e qualities but
is easier to parallelize, for solving a sparse linear system by the GMRES method. Coe ient
matrix A is divided into equal sized sub-matri es whi h are then lo ally de omposed using
ILU, as shown in Figure 1. The blo ks shown in Figure 1 do not ommuni ate to ea h
other during the de omposition and also in solving it, this s heme ts well in the data
parallel paradigm.
In [Asgasri and Tate, 2009℄ it is shown how a Chebyshev polynomial based pre onditioner ould be utilized for a hieving speedups in the Conjugate Gradient method. The said
pre onditioner ee tively redu es the ondition number of the oe ient matrix thereby
a hieving onvergen e qui kly. It approximates the inverse of the oe ient matrix with
linear ombinations of matrix-valued Chebyshev polynomials.
In [Ament, Knittel, Weiskopf, and Straβ er, 2010℄ a new kind of pre onditioning alled
the In omplete Poisson Pre onditioning is presented whi h takes the approximation of the
pre onditioner as follows
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M −1 = KK T

(5)

K = I − LD −1 .

(6)

In equation 6, L is the lower triangular part of A and D is the diagonal of A. This is
omparable to an SSOR type pre onditioner.

ĞŶƐŝƚǇρ = 1000

ĞŶƐŝƚǇρ =1

ŽƵŶĚĂƌǇŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ
ZĂƌĞƌ&ůƵŝĚ
ĞŶƐĞƌ&ůƵŝĚ
/ŶƚĞƌĨĂĐĞŽĨƚŚĞƚǁŽ
DĞĚŝƵŵƐ

Figure 1: Blo k ILU pre onditioner

Figure 2: Two-Phase Flow Computational
Model

This pre onditioner introdu es some ll-in (other than the normal sparsity pattern of
A) in the multipli ation of K with K T . Their experiments suggest that the ll-in ould
be dropped due to it's omparatively small ee t on the pre onditioning pro ess. The
onvergen e might suer however the method then maps well to the GPU. Hen e the
In omplete nature of the sten il that emerges gives the method its name. We utilize
a ombination of IP Pre onditioning and Deation whi h shows signi ant performan e
benets.

2.4 Pre ision Improvement
The GPUs have a omparatively low performan e to Double Pre ision Computing. In
[Baboulin, Buttari, Dongarra, Kurzak, Langou, Langou, Lusz zek, and Tomov, 2008℄ double pre ision al ulations are used for some part of the iterative method and single pre ision
for others. Thus, a hieving a trade-o that meets pre ision riteria and onverges as good
as the double pre ision ase. At the same time the rate of onvergen e is also not affe ted very mu h. They have reported the results for a non-symmetri solver wherein the
outer iteration is FMGRES and the inner one (for al ulating M −1 ) is a GMRES y le.
The idea here is that a single pre ision arithmeti matrix-ve tor produ t is used as a fast
approximation of the double pre ision operator in the inner iterative solver.
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All of our experiments have been in Single Pre ision. We progressively in rease the
performan e gains by exposing higher levels of parallelism through the use of parallel Preonditioning Methods (IP) in pla e of Blo k In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning whi h
has omparatively less degree of parallelism. We also show how using ar hite tural provisions within the GPU (e ient oales ing, better data stru tures, shared memory) one an
improve the deation kernels. The end result being that we are able to produ e speedups
of more than 20 times for a two level pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient Solver. We have
got up to 5 times speedup for the Blo k In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioned Deated CG
Solver. We are able to a hieve up to 68 GFlops/s on NVIDIA Tesla Hardware. To our
knowledge this is the rst study that utilizes two level pre onditioning on the GPU.

3 Problem Denition
Computations of Two-Phase (Bubbly) ows is the main appli ation for this implementation. Two phase ows are ompli ated to simulate, be ause the geometry of the problem
typi ally varies with time, and the uids involved have very dierent material properties. This leads to large dieren es in the Matrix oe ients resulting from the dis retized
Pressure Corre tion Equation. Mathemati ally bubbly ows are modeled using the Navier
Stokes equations in luding boundary and interfa e onditions, whi h an be approximated
numeri ally using operator splitting te hniques. In these s hemes, equations for the velo ity
and pressure are solved sequentially at ea h time step. In many popular operator-splitting
methods, the pressure orre tion is formulated impli itly, requiring the solution of a linear system (1) at ea h time step. This system takes the form of a Poisson equation with
dis ontinuous oe ients and Neumann boundary onditions, i.e.,


1
▽ p(x) = f (x), x ∈ Ω,
−▽.
(7)
ρ(x)
∂
p(x) = g(x), x ∈ ∂Ω,
(8)
∂n
where Ω, p, ρ, x and n denote the omputational domain, pressure, density, spatial oordinates, and the unit normal ve tor to the boundary, ∂Ω, respe tively. Right-hand sides
f and g follow expli itly from the operator-splitting method, where g is su h that mass
is onserved, leading to a singular but ompatible linear system (1). In an earlier work
[Pijl, Segal, Vuik, and Wesseling, 2005℄ the subje t has been dealt at length about how the
Navier Stokes Equation is utilized to model su h a ow. In our experiments we are interested in Solving the Linear System that results from dis retization of equation 7. In Figure
2 we present the simplied Computational Domain that we work with in our experiments
for generating a Two-Phase Matrix. We use a 5-point Sten il for a 2-D grid(n × n) with
N = n × n unknowns.
The square domain in the Figure 2 is divided into two parts and an interfa e and
surrounded by Neumann Boundary onditions. Finite Dieren e Dis retization translates
the Grid (imposed over the domain) to a matrix whi h has oe ients pla ed on the 5
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diagonals with the jumps appearing at the interfa e region. We follow a mass onserving
approa h while al ulating the oe ients on the interfa e. There is some ux that enters
horizontally and verti ally and some of it leaves a ell. By taking the ell- entered approa h
(wherein the dis retization point is at the enter of the ell) and taking into a ount the
ontribution of all the ows through that point, we arrive on sten ils for individual points
on the grid. An example Sten il an be like

[−1

0

1
1
(1 + 1 ǫ)
2
2

1 1
(− − ǫ)
2 2

−ǫ].

(9)

for a point on the interfa e and also adjoining the boundary. Here ǫ is the ratio of the
densities of the two mediums.

4 Iterative Solvers
We hoose the Conjugate Gradient Method for solving the Linear System arising from the
dis retization of the Pressure Equation.

4.1 Conjugate Gradient
The algorithm for Conjugate Gradient is given by [Saad, 2003℄.
Conjugate Gradient Algorithm
Compute r0 := b − Ax0 , p0 := r0 .
for j = 0, 1, ..., until onvergen e do
αj := (rj , rj )/(Apj , pj )
xj+1 := xj + αj pj
rj+1 := rj − αj Apj
βj := (rj+1 , rj+1)/(rj , rj )
pj+1 := rj+1 + βj pj

Algorithm 1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

8: end for

To improve the rate of onvergen e of the CG method we apply subsequent levels of
pre onditioning.

4.2 Pre onditioning
After Pre onditioning we apply Conjugate Gradient to the system

M −1 Ax = M −1 b

(10)

where M −1 A omes loser to I so that the method onverges to the solution mu h faster
as ompared to plain CG. A host of Pre onditioning methods are known [Saad, 2003℄. ILU
Pre onditioning and In omplete Cholesky are the most popular.
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Diagonal Pre onditioning

Diagonal or Ja obi Pre onditioning is the simplest (and also the least ee tive) of the preonditioning methods that an be applied to the linear system Ax = b. The pre onditioner
matrix in this ase is the main diagonal of A.
4.2.2

In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning

In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning involves a pre onditioner of the form

M = LLT

(11)

where L is lower triangular. It is made 'in omplete' by dropping o some of the elements.
From the Cholesky fa tor we take the non-zeros that overlap with the sparsity pattern of
the lower triangular part of A.
4.2.3

Se ond Level Pre onditioning

To improve the onvergen e of our method we also use a se ond level of pre onditioning.
Deation is an attempt to treat the remaining bad eigenvalues from the pre onditioned
matrix, M −1 A. This operation redu es the onvergen e iterations for the Pre onditioned
Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method and makes it more robust.
The linear system an be solved by employing the splitting

x = (I − P T )x + P T x ⇔ x = Qb + P T x
⇔ Ax = AQb + AP T x
⇔ b = AQb + P Ax
⇔ P b = P Ax,

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

where

P = I − AQ, Q = ZE −1 Z T , E = Z T AZ.

(16)

Here E ∈ Rk×k is the invertible Galerkin Matrix, Q ∈ Rn×n is the orre tion Matrix, and
P ∈ Rn×n is the deation operator. Z is the so- alled 'deation-subspa e matrix' whose
k olumns are alled 'deation' ve tors or 'proje tion' ve tors. The x at the end of the
expression is not ne essarily a solution of the original linear system, sin e it might ontain
omponents of the null spa e of P A, N (P A). Therefor this 'deated' solution is denoted
as x̂ rather than x. The deated system is now

P Ax̂ = P b.

(17)

The Pre onditioned deated version of the Conjugate Gradient Method an now be presented. The deated method (17) an be solved using a symmetri positive denite (SPD)
pre onditioner, M −1 . We therefore now seek a solution to
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P̃ Ãx̃ˆ = P̃ b̃,

(18)

1
1
ˆ = M 21 x̂, b̃ := M − 12 b,
Ã = M − 2 AM − 2 , x̃

(19)

P̃ = I − ÃQ̃, Q̃ = Z̃ E˜−1 Z˜T , Ẽ = Z˜T ÃZ̃,

(20)

where

and

where Z̃ ∈ Rn∗k an be interpreted as a pre onditioned deation-subspa e matrix.
The resulting method is alled the Deated Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient (DPCG)
method (details in [Vuik, Segal, and Meijerink, 1999℄).
Deated Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient Algorithm
Sele t x0 . Compute r0 := b − Ax0 and rˆ0 = P r0 , Solve My0 = rˆ0 and set p0 := y0 .
for j:=0,..., until onvergen e do
ŵj := P Apj
(rˆ ,y )
αj := (pjj,wˆjj )
x̂j+1 := x̂j + αj pj
r̂j+1 := r̂j − αj ŵj
Solve Myj+1 = r̂j+1
(r̂
,yj+1 )
βj := j+1
(r̂j ,yj )
pj+1 := yj+1 + βj pj

Algorithm 2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10: end for
11:

xit := Qb + P T xj+1
1

Note that P̃ or M 2 are never al ulated expli itly. Hen e the linear system is often
denoted by

M −1 P Ax̂ = M −1 P b

(21)

Some Observations:
All known properties of Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) also hold for DPCG,
where P A an be interpreted as the oe ient matrix A after pre onditioning. Moreover
if P = I is taken the algorithm above redu es to the Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient(PCG) algorithm.
Careful sele tion of Deation ve tors is required for this method to prove useful. Two
methods, one based on eigenve tor (of M −1 A) based subspa e for Z and the other based
on an arbitrary hoi e of the deation subspa e, are worth mentioning.
However to al ulate the eigenve tors itself ould be omputationally intensive so an
arbitrary hoi e whi h losely resembles part of the eigenspa e is the way out. In short the
ideal deation method should satisfy the following riteria:
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• The deation-subspa e matrix Z must be sparse;
• The deation ve tors approximate the eigenspa e orresponding to the unfavorable
eigenvalues;
• The ost of onstru ting deation ve tors is relatively low;
• The method has favorable parallel properties.

5 Parallel Pre onditioning
In order to introdu e parallelism in the ompletely sequential In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioner we use the Blo k-IC version. In this ase we make blo ks that grow in multiples
of the grid dimension n for a grid with n × n points. This is very important for our implementation sin e we would like to expose (and utilize) parallelism in every step of the
Algorithm.

5.1 Blo k-In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning
Shown in Figure 3 is an 8 × 8 grid and the resulting matrix whi h has 64 rows. In our
implementation the blo ks have to be at least twi e as big as grid dimension n or else a
major part of the outer diagonals with osets ±n is dis arded and that leads to delayed
onvergen e (and sometimes stagnation) of the iterative method.

5.2 In omplete Poisson Pre onditioning
Although Blo k In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning is very ee tive in a hieving onvergen e for the Conjugate Gradient Method. It is highly sequential within the blo k.
Sin e in this study we implement Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient on a Data Parallel
Ar hite ture we also onsider a re ently suggested method of pre onditioning alled the
In omplete Poisson Pre onditioning [Ament, Knittel, Weiskopf, and Straβ er, 2010℄.
There is a pri e to pay for this 'parallelism' in terms of onvergen e speed. However,
our experiments show that it is still at least as fast or omparable to the Blo k In omplete
Cholesky version (for a parti ular grid size) when the number of blo ks is the maximum
possible.

5.3 Domain De omposition for Deation
In Sub-domain deation, the deation ve tors are hosen in an algebrai way. The omputational domain is divided into several sub-domains, where ea h sub-domain orresponds to
one or more deation ve tors. In our experiments we use Stripe-Wise domains as depi ted
in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Matrix for an 8 × 8 Grid. 64 Unknowns. N=64, n=8 and Blo kSize=2n

Figure 4: Stripe-Wise Deation Domains. 4
domains in an 8 × 8 grid.

6 Implementation on the GPU
We have implemented our Iterative method on an NVIDIA GPU. We now give a primer of
the various onstru ts provided by the language extensions on the GPU that are needed to
write appli ations for the GPU. GPUs are based on the idea of Single Instru tion Multiple
Data (SIMD). This means that they an take a sequen e of instru tions and run them on
a data set, dividing it amongst multiple pro essors and omputing the result in parallel.
Ea h unit of exe ution is alled a thread. The sequen e of instru tions exe uted by every
thread on a pro essor (there are many of these pro essors on the GPU) is alled a kernel.
In order to utilize the GPU one has to identify these basi units of omputation (i.e.
kernels) inside the appli ation and then laun h the kernels on the 100s of pro essors simultaneously in parallel. The exe ution onguration before the kernel laun h takes are
of informing the GPU how many threads to laun h and how to organize them in a logi al
blo k and further those blo ks are organized in a logi al grid.
GPU has a huge memory bandwidth and one of the keys to extra ting performan e
out of the GPU is to utilize the above 100 Gb/s memory bandwidth available on the
GPU. GPU also has dierent levels of memory like the CPU. However unlike the CPU
the appli ation developer has to manage these memories expli itly. Among these the most
important is the Shared Memory whi h is as good as a small a he in whi h one an keep
the heavily a essed data to minimize tra to and fro between the hip and the global
memory. Memory transfer between the CPU and the GPU should be kept to a minimum
to maximize benets from exe uting appli ation ode on the GPU.
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6.1 Des ription of Kernel Design
Our omplete iteration runs on the GPU with minimal transfers between the CPU and
the GPU. This is one of the most important reasons for the performan e boost we get
from our implementation. Starting with the plain Conjugate Gradient Method and adding
step-by-step the modules for pre onditioning and Deation we developed the ode side by
side on the GPU and the CPU. For this the following points were kept in mind.
1. Identifying Kernels of Computation.
2. Organizing ode in form of kernels.
3. Prioritized Optimization of Kernels after analyzing the proler results (% Time taken,
Bandwidth utilised, O upan y).
On the CPU we have used the Mes ha h BLAS Library for Dot Produ ts and Saxpys. The
kernels that were hand- oded are
1. Sparse Matrix Ve tor Multiply Kernel
2. Pre onditioning Kernel(s)
3. Deation Kernels
After testing with two levels of pre onditioning on the CG method it was noti ed that
with in reasing size of pre onditioning blo ks and in reasing number of deation ve tors
the number of iterations fall. On the GPU the CUBLAS library provided some useful
fun tions for saxpy and dot produ ts whi h we have used. For other operations ustom
kernels were written.

6.2 Sparse Matrix Ve tor Produ t (SpMV) - Kernel
Our matrix has a regular pattern that of a 5 point Lapla ean Matrix in two dimensions.
So there are 5 diagonals whi h ontain the omplete matrix. The storage format that we
hoose is alled the Diagonal Storage format. All the diagonals are stored in a 1-D array,
starting from the lowest sub-diagonal(with oset −n) followed by sub-diagonal with oset
(-1), then the main diagonal and then the two super-diagonals. Also an important feature
is that they all have the same length. This kind of uniformity of size makes oales ed
a ess possible. So for example if say the sub-diagonal with oset −1 has one element less,
then at that position a zero lls in to make it equal in size to the main diagonal.
On e stored in this way for ea h row of the matrix we have 5 fet hes from the array
holding the 5 diagonals and 5 from the ve tor. On the GPU we assign one thread to
ompute one element of the resulting Matrix-Ve tor Produ t. Additional optimizations
in lude using shared memory and texture memory. The of f sets array is a essed by every
thread and hen e we store it on the shared memory to optimize the SpMV Kernel.
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6.3 Pre onditioning Kernel
The pre onditioning kernel is the most sequential part of the entire algorithm. We initially begin with the Blo k In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning. The Blo k Variant of
In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning basi ally exposes the parallelism at the blo k level.
However ea h blo k has onsiderable amount of serial work to be done. One te hnique that
we have employed is to break down the steps of pre onditioning into three.
1. Forward Substitution
2. Diagonal S aling.
3. Ba k Substitution
The diagonal s aling step an be heavily optimized using shared memory. This is possible
sin e it is inherently parallel with two reads every thread and one multipli ation all the
al ulations(N ) are independent. For the rst and the nal step we an also use shared
memory. The tri k is to load the elements using a number of threads (number same as the
blo k size) in parallel and then work on them and store them ba k in global memory. Later
in the development pro ess we used In omplete Poisson(IP) Pre onditioning to maximize
benets of parallelism. It has been dis ussed earlier in Se tion 5.2.

6.4 Deation Kernels
For deation we sub-divide the tasks into a ouple of kernels at the outset. Namely,
1. Cal ulate b = Z T x
2. Cal ulate Matrix-Ve tor Produ t of E −1 with b.
3. Cal ulate Matrix-Ve tor Produ t of AZ with the result of the previous step and
subtra t from x.
For the rst kernel b = Z T x we have used the parallel sum approa h as suggested
in [SenGupta, Harris, Zhang, and Owens, 2007℄. We only use the rst part of the two
part approa h dis ussed in the paper. Details an be found out in the GPU Gems arti le
[Harris, Sengupta, and Owens, 2007℄ for further optimizations to avoid divergen e and
warp-serialization.For the other two kernels it is useful to tailor the matrix multipli ation
example and use shared memory instead. This is better than the ublasSegmv (for some
grid sizes) sin e we do not have an additional ve tor s aling and addition as required by
ublasSgemv.
The de ision to al ulate E −1 expli itly is instrumental sin e it greatly redu es the
time for the iterations. Though the setup time for the algorithm is ae ted but the overall
gain in the running time of the method more than ompensate the ostly operation. If
the number of deation ve tors be ome very high then, sin e E −1 is sparse, this approa h
might not be very e ient.
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For the al ulation of AZ times E −1 × b we used the cublasSgemv all. The nal al ulation xit = Qb + P T x an also utilize the kernels dis ussed here and also the ublasSgemv.
In the later stages of development we optimize the storage of AZ and re-write the kernels
for al ulations involving AZ .

7 Results and Dis ussion
Initially we perform our experiments using 5 point Lapla ean matrix resulting from a 2D
square grid. We talk about those experiments in the rst subse tion that follows and after
that we report the results from a matrix that results from a Grid having two phases and an
interfa e layer. For the two dierent matri es in question we performed several experiments
on three grid sizes for three dierent pre onditioning blo k sizes and three dierent hoi es
of Deation Ve tors. All the experiments were done in single pre ision on the GPU as
well as on the CPU. We use a Q9650 Intel Quad Core CPU however we only utilize a
single ore. We optimize it to use SSE instru tions, unrolling loops and ve torizing using
ompiler swit hes. We also use the Mes ha h Blas Library for the Blas routines on the
CPU. The GPU we use is a Tesla C1060 from NVIDIA. We use CUDA for writing our ode
on the GPU. We use the CUBLAS and MAGMA libraries when using Blas fun tions in
the GPU version.

7.1 Numeri al Experiments
We summarize our important ndings in a speedup graph. It shows the speedups that we
have got with dierent versions of the ode. These results are for a grid size of 512 × 512.
In the versions where we use Blo k In omplete Cholesky pre onditioning we use a blo k
size of 1024. In the Deated Pre onditioned versions we use 4096 deation ve tors. The
k k2
stopping riteria is kb−Ax
≤ 10−5 . Note that in this version we have the maximum degree
kbk2
of parallelism for our experiments. We have the largest grid size so more rows in parallel
for Sparse Matrix Ve tor Multipli ation. We have the largest number of Pre onditioning
Blo ks and we take the highest number of deation ve tors (8 × n). We now elaborate on
the versions used:
1. (CGVV) Conjugate Gradient - Vanilla Version - The only kernel in this version of the
solution is the Sparse matrix ve tor kernel. It takes the majority of the time in the
exe ution time prole. However the kernel utilizes around 85 Gb/s of the Memory
bandwidth on the GPU.
2. (CGBIC) Conjugate Gradient - Blo k In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning - When
we add pre onditioning to the Conjugate Gradient version in the previous step the
onvergen e is faster, however the speedup suers due to the inherent serial nature of
the Blo k In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning within a blo k. We tried using shared
memory for o-operative loading and writing of elements however that approa h
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Figure 5: SpeedUp Graph a ross dierent Code Versions. Grid Size (512 × 512)
Code Version
CGVV
CGBIC
DPCG
DPCG1
DIPCG1
DPCG2
DIPCG2

Exe ution Times
CPU
GPU
5.92
0.5004
5.0723
5.594
110.45
4.45
1.5944 1.0102
1.7285 0.2494
1.5938 0.8866
1.7528 0.0975

No. of Iterations
CPU
GPU
652
649
327
327
42
42
41
41
49
49
41
41
49
49

Table 1: Comparison GPU vs. CPU. Number of iterations required for onvergen e and
exe ution times.
suers at larger blo k sizes (for e.g. 4096 elements mean 16384 bytes of shared
memory).
3. (DPCG) Conjugate Gradient - Deation and Blo k In omplete Cholesky Pre onditioning - Adding deation to the Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient introdu es
onsiderable s ope for parallelism. Also in order to leverage the omputing power
available of the GPU we use the expli it inverse of the matrix E and do dense matrix ve tor multipli ation whi h an be done in parallel on the GPU. One important
point that we found in our results is that the al ulation involving the matrix AZ
was taking most of the time so our fo us be ame to optimize AZ storage and al ulation. Table 1 shows that deation de imates the number of iterations required for
onvergen e.
4. (DPCG1) Conjugate Gradient - Deation(Optimized - Level 1) and Blo k In omplete
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Cholesky Pre onditioning - AZ is inherently a sparse matrix. Sin e A is sparse and
Z has pie e-wise onstant deation ve tors. So we store AZ in a data stru ture 5 ∗ N
wide sin e it is also symmetri just like A and has 5 diagonals. However some of
the diagonals are nd wide where, d is the number of deation ve tors and n is the
dimension of the square grid (N = n × n). In this version we also optimize the CPU
version by use of some ompiler ags to use SSE instru tions, unrolling of loops et .
Result being that the CPU version gets very fast (up to 20 times) whereas the GPU
version be omes 2 times as fast. The result is that speedup is de imated with respe t
to DPCG. The proler in this version points to the Pre onditioning as the most time
onsuming task.
5. (DIPCG1) Conjugate Gradient - Deation(Optimized - Level 1) and In omplete Poisson Pre onditioning - We use a novel pre onditioning method re ently published. The
parallel properties of this method are very well suited to the GPU. In ee t it is as
parallel as the Ja obi pre onditioner, albeit mu h better mathemati ally and is as
parallel as sparse matrix ve tor multipli ation we used for doing the operation Ax.
Its onvergen e rate is as good as the onvergen e of blo k-IC Pre onditioner when
the number of the blo ks is maximum ( n2 , whereN = n × n) as shown in Table 1.
This version gives us a speedup that is almost 4 times that of the Blo k-IC version
in the previous step. The proler results show that now most of the time is take up
by the omputation step E −1 b where E −1 is a dense d × d matrix and b is a d × 1
ve tor.
6. (DPCG2) Conjugate Gradient - Deation(Optimized - Level 2) and Blo k In omplete
Cholesky Pre onditioning - We optimize the Matrix ve tor produ t E −1 b by using the
MAGMA Blas library developed for CUDA. In some ases MAGMA Blas delivers
3 times as mu h memory throughput for matrix ve tor multipli ation ompared to
CUBLAS . Result being that we get almost double the speedup as we had for DPCG1
version of the ode.
7. (DIPCG2) Conjugate Gradient - Deation(Optimized - Level 2) and In omplete Poisson Pre onditioning - In this version we repla e the Blo k-IC Pre onditioning used in
the previous step with In omplete Poisson Pre onditioning and we get mu h better
speedup for this parti ular grid size (speedup grows a ross all grid sizes, deation
ve tors and pre onditioning blo ks).
exact −Xk k2
For all these versions we get the Relative error norm of the solution, kXkX
at onexact k2
−3
vergen e (the k-th iteration) in the range of 10 .
We repeat experiments 1, 2, 6 and 7 for the Two-Phase Matrix as well. We have
to set the stopping riterion at 10−2 . The Relative Error Norm of the Solution is also
heavily ae ted and it stays at 10−1 . This is be ause of the very high ondition number
of the matrix A sin e the density ontrast between the two mediums is 1000 : 1. Also
the deation matrix P has an even worse ondition number, so we see that as the number
of deation ve tors in rease the method misses onvergen e. The speedups remain the
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same sin e all that we hange is the matrix A and that does not hange the number of
omputations involved. Please note that in ase of missed onvergen e our method runs
till 1000 iterations and the speedup is dened as
SpeedUp =

Time taken on the Host(CPU) to do 1000 iterations
Time taken on the Devi e(GPU) to do 1000 iterations

(22)

Another interesting feature that we noti ed in the results for Two-Phase Matri es was
that of False onvergen e. This was noti eable in versions 1 and 2. This means that the
relative norm of the residual rea hes below the required toleran e

k rk k
< ǫ, ǫ = 10−2
k r0 k

(23)

but it rises and falls above and below this level (if we ontinue the iterations after that
and re ord the residual). At one point the norm falls below ma hine pre ision and that
does not make any sense. This behavior was onsistent in Conjugate Gradient Method and
Conjugate Gradient with Pre onditioning for a two phase matrix.

7.2 Dis ussion
In this se tion we look at the dierent aspe ts of our implementation. We try to nd
out how mu h parallelism we exploit and how mu h bandwidth we are able to utilize on
the GPU. We end this se tion with a dis ussion on what might be possibly limiting the
a hievable speedup and how far we are from that point. Throughout this se tion we analyze
the results with a grid size of 512 × 512 and 4096 deation ve tors and In omplete Poisson
Pre onditioning.
7.2.1

Stati

Analysis

In this se tion we al ulate how many Floating Point Operations (FLOPs) ea h kernel does
in ea h run and how many memory a esses happen both during loads and stores. We list
this both for all the Kernels. The following notations are used.

• N, Number of Unknowns
• d, Number of Deation Ve tors
• m, Number of Iterations
From Table 2 one an nd the number of FLOPs being performed in one omplete run
of the methods we have implemented.
We now elaborate some of the Kernel names:
Z T x, E −1 b and AZ ×E −1 b form the steps of the deation operation. Forward Substitution, Diagonal S aling and Ba k Substitution form the steps of Blo k In omplete Cholesky
Pre onditioning. Sdot is the Dot produ t fun tion as named in BLAS libraries. We use
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cublasSdot. Saxpy is the Saxpy Kernel as available in BLAS libraries. We use cublasSaxpy
and also write ustom kernels to lub saxpy with s aling operations to minimize memory
transfers. Ss al is the BLAS s aling operation and Snrm is the 2-Norm operation available
in the BLAS libraries.
Let us take the ase of the method DIPCG2 dis ussed in Se tion 7.1. It is the Deated
Pre onditioned (In omplete Poisson) Conjugate Gradient method that uses optimized AZ
storage and the gemv routine from MAGMA Blas library. It also has some optimizations
that ombine ertain operations like s aling and saxpy for al ulation of β as given in the
step 9 of Algorithm 2.
The kernels involved in this variant then are listed in Table 3.
Summing up the FLOPs for m iterations we have
9N(m+1)+N(m+2)+d2 (m+3)+9N(m+1)+9N(m+1)+8Nm+6Nm+Nm+2Nm. (24)
or

45Nm + d2 m + 29N + 3d2

(25)

So the omputational intensity is governed by the rst two fa tors of the expression
in (25). Now let us take a spe i ase of N = 262144, d = 4096 and m = 49. These
orrespond to the experiment DIPCG2 dis ussed in 7.1 with grid size as 512 × 512 and the
Number of Deation Ve tors = 4096. It takes the 49 iterations to onverge both on the
host and the devi e. The time on the devi e is 0.0987 se onds and on the host is 2.237
se onds. The speedup is 22.7 times.
Now the GPU theoreti ally(peak throughput) an deliver 933 GFlops/s. The CPU
on the other hand, when talking about one ore (whi h we use in our experiments), an
deliver a peak throughput of 12 GFlops/s. The numbers for NVIDIA are available from
the website whi h talks about the Tesla C1060 spe i ations [NVIDIA, 2010℄ . For Intel
Pro essors also the numbers are provided on the website [Intel, 2010℄.
The omputational load as al ulated in (25) omes out to be 1.46 GFlops. Dividing
this by the time taken we get 0.65GFlops/s for the CPU and 14.79 GFlops/s for the GPU.
These numbers an be further divided by the peak throughput to understand the Platform Utilization on the GPU as 1.585% and on the CPU as 5.41%.
7.2.2

Kernels- Performan e

We refer to some of the works that outline how to ee tively hara terize a kernels' performan e and its ability to s ale a ross new generations of hardware that will have more
pro essors to fa ilitate parallel exe ution. [Ni kolls, Bu k, Garland, and Skadron, 2008℄
and [Ryoo, Rodrigues, Baghsorkhi, Stone, Kirk, and Hwu, 2008℄ and [Komatits h, Mi héa,
and Erleba her, 2009℄ bring about ertain methods by whi h we an nd
1. How to nd if a kernel is ompute bound or bandwidth bound?
2. Expe ted Speedup from an appli ation.
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Data
Computations
Writes
Degree of
Number of Calls
Read In
Done
Performed Parallelism in use
6N

9N

N

N

m+1

ZT x
E −1 b

N
d(d + 1)

N
d×d

d
d

d
d

m+2
m+3

AZ × E −1 b

5N + d
4N

9N
3N

N
N

√

N

m+1
m+1

2N

N

N

N

m+1

6N
N
2N
N
N

5N
2N
2N
N
2N

d
N
N
N
N

d
−
−
−
−

1
4m
3m
m
m

(gemv)

Forward
and Ba k
Substitution
Diagonal
S aling
(AZ)T x

Sdot
Saxpy
Ss al
Snrm

N
2

Table 2: Kernels - Computation and Parallelism

SpMV
ZT x
E −1 b(gemv) AZ × E −1 b Sdot
Saxpy IP Pre onditioning
Snrm
(AZ)T x
Table 3: Kernels in the DIPCG2 version of the ode in Se tion 7.1
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Method
M agma_Sgemv
IP P reconditioning
SpM V
AZE −1 b
ZT x
saxpy _alpha
saxpy _beta
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Kernel Chara teristi s
Ca hing
Divergen e Shared-Memory
Warp
(Shared Memory)
Bank Coni ts Serialization
Yes
No
No
No
Minimal
Yes
Yes
No
Minimal
Yes
Yes
No
Minimal
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Table 4: Grid of 512×512 points. Number of Deation Ve tors = 4096. With optimizations
applied to AZ storage and al ulation, E −1 b with Magma_Sgemv and other optimizations.
3. Examination of PTX(CUDA assembly) ode for nding per entage of ode that is
memory or ompute intensive.
Also these do uments detail important things to keep in mind when designing a kernel or
optimizing it. These do uments put to use, in their respe tive ontexts, the Best Pra ti es
guide provided by NVIDIA [NVIDIA, 2009℄.
The most important fa tor in a kernels' ee tiveness is its ability to do memory a esses
in the best possible way. To this end a ouple of important te hniques are instrumental.
This step omes obviously after the point of minimizing memory transfers as mu h as
possible between the CPU and GPU.
1. oales ed memory a ess
2. a hing
3. minimize divergen e among threads within the same blo k
In Table 4 we list whi h te hniques are used by the (ex ept CUBLAS ) kernels in our
implementations. Memory oales ing has been used in all the kernels. We also list if there
are shared memory oni ts.
7.2.3

Bandwidth Utilization

Let us take a look at the bandwidth utilization of the kernels in the most optimized
version DIPCG2 (Se tion 7.1) of the ode that we have. This is the Deated In omplete
Poisson Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient Method with optimizations for AZ storage
and al ulation and also with the gemv operation from the MAGMA library.
In this version we onsider the Grid Size 512×512 with 4096 deation ve tors. In Table
5 we list the Memory Throughput of Individual Kernels and the per entage of time they
take of the total exe ution on the devi e. It also lists the o upan y of the kernels.
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Method
M agmaSgemv
IP P reconditioning
SpM V
AZE −1 b
ZT x
saxpy _alpha
saxpy _beta
cublas_Sdot
cublas_Saxpy
cublas_2 − N orm

%GPUTime
44
9.6
9.6
9.4
6.6
3.2
2.5
8.6
2.9
1.81
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Kernel Statisti s
Read
Write
Throughput Throughput
85.2
0.02
66.39
5.75
66.44
5.76
51.93
6.08
8.175
1.02
34.85
34.85
42.64
21.3
53.88
0.197
42.34
21.17
37.69
0.223

Overall
Throughput
85.4
72.15
72.2
58.02
9.19
69.7
63.67
54.08
63.52
37.92

O upan y
50%
100%
100%
100%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Table 5: Grid of 512 × 512 points. Number of Deation Ve tors =4096. CG with Deation
and In omplete Poisson Pre onditioning. With optimizations applied to AZ storage and
al ulation, E −1 b with MagmaSgemv and other optimizations.
The CUBLAS Kernels are prexed with Cublas and other kernels have been handoded with ex eption of the Magma_Sgemv whi h is from the MAGMA blas library. In
Table 5 we show kernels that form more than 98% of the total exe ution time. The last
2% or so is taken up by transfers from Devi e to Host and a few alls to kernels used for
orre ting x at the end of the iteration by doing x = Qb+P T x as the last step of Algorithm
2.
The Tesla system on whi h we have run all of our tests oers a memory bandwidth
of 101Gb/s. As an be seen the Gemv is utilizing a majority of the available bandwidth
(85Gb/s). Followed losely by the IP Pre onditioning and SpMV Kernels at 72 Gb/s.
These three kernels form 60% of the total exe ution time. Ex ept for the CUBLAS all
for al ulating the 2-Norm of the updated residual (stopping riterion - required to be
he ked every iteration) and the all to al ulate Z T x all the kernels utilise more than half
of the available bandwidth. The average Memory throughput of this exe ution is 68 Gb/s.
7.2.4

Dis ussion on Possible Speedup Limits

Given that two of the kernels seem to be operating at 50% o upany we try to nd out if
they an deliver more performan e and hen e, a possibility of a higher speedup.
The urrent kernel for Z T x is trying to utilize both shared memory and parallel redu tion in order to a hieve its urrent bandwidth utilization. We have kept as many threads
in the blo k as are the elements whose sum is required to make one element of the new
ve tor y resulting from y = Z T x. Sin e in this kernel N/d elements have to be summed in
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hunks to produ e d elements where

N = Number of Unknowns,
y = d × 1 ve tor,

d = Number of Deation Ve tors.
x = n × 1 ve tor.

(26)
(27)

The o upan y varies a ording to the ratio of N/d but the bandwidth never rosses that
indi ated in Table 5. The kernel's o upan y varies with the fa tor N/d. For N/d above
and equal to 128 (we have values like 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and so on.) the o upan y is
100%. For the ase under onsideration the o upan y is 50% but for a lower number
of deation ve tors (for e.g. 2048) it is 100% (sin e N/d be omes 128). Even then the
bandwidth does not hange. This means that the kernel annot perform better than this.
Trying to omment out the summing operations shows that the Z T x kernel an deliver a
maximum of 28Gb/s and only takes 2% of the total exe ution time. The speedup varies
by only 5%.
This kernel has a large amount of Shared Memory Bank oni ts. They an be over ome
by hanging the storage stru ture of the ve tor x however this is not useful sin e this would
require hanging many other kernels (whi h are already performing at 100% o upan y and
are bandwidth limited) and also be ause this kernel is not the most time onsuming kernel
in the whole operation.
Other than this kernel (y = Z T x) the other pla e where there is a possibility of improvement is the Magma_Sgemv kernel. Although it is utilizing most of the memory
bandwidth it is still having an o upan y of 50%. A loser look at the o upan y for this
kernel shows that it has an exe ution onguration of
Grid Size 64 × 1 × 1
Blo k Size 64 × 1 × 1.

(28)
(29)

We used the ode for double pre ision gemv posted on the the MAGMA forums whi h
we hange to single pre ision and verify that it is exa tly similar.
By modifying the number of blo ks in the ode form 64 to 128 we get an o upan y
of 100%. However the bandwidth stays around 85Gb/s. This shows that the kernel is
bandwidth-bound. Sin e at maximum o upan y we see no hange in the bandwidth.
All the other kernels are at 100% o upan y and are bandwidth bound sin e they have
simple arithmeti operations and do not show hanges in bandwidth with further in reasing
data sizes.
More elaborate analysis of Kernels and the ost of Inter-Warp Parallelism based on
Memory A esses and Computational overlap is possible. In [Hong and Kim, 2009℄ a
detailed model for su h analysis is dis ussed. However they do not address the issues with
Shared Memory Bank Coni ts.

8 Con lusions
In this paper we investigate e ient implementations of the pre onditioned Conjugate
Gradient method on a GPU for very large, sparse systems of linear equations. We on-
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sider linear systems whi h originate from a nite dieren e dis retization of Poisson-like
problems on a stru tured grid. As a typi al example we onsider the pressure equation
whi h is used in simulations of multi-phase ows. Due to dis ontinuities in the density, the
resulting matrix is ill- onditioned whi h leads to slow onvergen e.
To have an e ient implemention of the pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient method we
distinguish the following building blo ks: ve tor update, inner produ t, sparse matrix ve tor produ t and the appli ation of a pre onditioner. For the rst three operations e ient
implementations on the GPU are available. The main bottlene k is a fast GPU implementation of the pre onditioner. For this operator (ex ept a diagonal pre onditioner) the
results are s ar e in the literature. Our aim is to use a pre onditioner, whi h is ompetitive in onvergen e with the best known serial pre onditioners based on the in omplete
Cholesky de omposition. In the implementation of the various pre onditioners the following guidelines are used: exploit syn hronization-free parallelism, optimize thread mapping,
align global memory a ess, and reuse data as mu h as possible.
We start with a blo k-IC pre onditioner, where the blo ks are solved in parallel. To obtain
good onvergen e for many blo ks and for large ratios of the densities we add a se ond level
pre onditioner (deation). It appears that the onvergen e is reasonable but the speedup is
small due to the low level of parallelism. After that we use a re ently developed In omplete
Poisson pre onditioner, whi h has the same good parallelization properties as the matrix
ve tor produ t. Combination of this pre onditioner with deation, whi h is also fast on
the GPU, leads to a very e ient method.
We illustrate our work with some numeri al experiments. From these experiments it appears that for large problems the GPU implementation of the In omplete Poisson pre onditioner ombined with deation is 20 times faster than ICCG on one node of a CPU.
Finally, we observe that single pre ision arithmeti for multi-phase ow with large jumps
in the density does not lead to reliable results. This is a point of future resear h.
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